In this paper, we present several important methods in a video information system for sport motion analysis. We first describe an efficient method for computing the position of one or more moving objects in a video sequence. We utilize computer vision routines for both target object tracking and feature value extraction. Then, we propose a multiple subsequence matching mechanism for comparing the difference in object motion between two video sequences. A mapping function, penalty table and the overall distance between two video sequences have been defined. We use the prominent feature points as our segmentation positions and separate the sequence into several subsequence groups. After an alignment process, we can find the mapping of the best matching and get an evaluation report between the two video sequences for motion analysis. The video information system described in this paper has successfully analysed several examples of sport motion, and is representative of techniques commonly used in practice.
Introduction
WITH RAPID advances in data storage, image processing, telecommunication and data compression, video has become an important component in the new generation of information systems. Video data contain a large amount of spatial and temporal information. They can provide more information than text, graphics and even image can do. The information related to the position, distance, temporal and spatial relationships are included in the video data implicitly. Especially, the changes of video objects in equally divided temporal intervals are quite useful for motion analysis and cannot be provided by other media easily.
The use of image sequences in areas such as entertainment, visual communication, multimedia, education [1] , medicine, motion prediction [2] and scientific research is consistently increasing as the use of television and is becoming more and more common. For example, interactive video [3] makes possible a detailed study of real-life events such as the motion of a volleyball. The applicability of digital video for both consumer and professional products, along with the availability of fast processors and memory at reasonable costs, has been a major driving force behind this growth. However, many of the methods developed to date for motion analysis are still computationally expensive.
Therefore, a fast, easy-to-use and cost-effective video information system becomes an important requirement for the application of motion analysis. Recently, there is an increasing interest in video databases that store and retrieve video clips [4, 5] . Most of these available video databases offer retrieval functions where users specify key words such as titles, attributes or actors. But, they can only provide to the users suitable key words to be selected according to the purpose of retrieval. If this video database is used for scientific computation, no one knows what its internal value will be and how a query can be submitted. Therefore, providing key examples [6] becomes an important issue for the video information systems. Furthermore, designing a fast video matching and indexing mechanism is another important issue in video information systems.
In this paper, we present the methodology of designing a video information system for sport motion analysis. In Section 2, we give a brief introduction to the video information system and sport motion analysis. In Section 3, we describe an efficient method for extracting the position of one or more moving objects in a video sequence. In Section 4, we propose several matching models for comparing the differences in object motion between two video sequences. In Section 5, we provide a sophisticated video content segmentation and indexing mechanism. In Section 6, we present our video information prototype system and sport motion analysis subsystem along with several query examples. The concluding remarks are given in Section 7.
Video Information System and Sport Motion Analysis

Video Information System
A general video information system [ 7 ] is an information system that manages the video input, video processing, video query, video storage and video indexing to provide a collection of video data for easy access by a large number of users. Also, a video database [8] is the core of a video information system, which manages video, including retrieving, inserting and editing video data, maintaining video indices and processing queries.
We have designed a video information system for multiple purpose use [9-11] before we enhance and apply this system to the domain of sport motion analysis. This video information system has the capability to analyse and retrieve video sequences based on the video contents [12] . This content-based system allows users to specify queries using actual video data in addition to the traditional textual annotation. This process is typically called query-by-example (QBE).
In order to focus on the problem of motion analysis in volleyball, we discuss only some of the major mechanisms in our video information system. The key component of our motion analysis process is based on object extraction and temporal feature matching procedures. The object extraction approach calculates the differences between successive frames and then tracks the area of large difference to determine target objects. An object in a video frame is searched for in a succeeding video frame. If the same object is found, the feature values are calculated from the object. The temporal feature matching mechanism provides a multiple subsequence matching algorithm for comparing the difference in object motions between two video sequences. We use the prominent feature points as segmentation positions and separate the sequence into several subsequence groups. After an alignment process, we can find the mapping of the best match, and get an evaluation report for the two video sequences for motion analysis.
Sport Motion Analysis by Computer Vision
Sport research, in general, has increased dramatically over the past few years [13] . Recent research has made a tremendous contribution in improving a player's conditioning program, developing material strategies, designing better equipment and understanding performance techniques. The Germans are renowned for their research and the Americans are well-known for their application of research to track and field.
We believe that imitation is one of the best ways to get improvement in the learning stage. Correct body posture is extremely important for performance in sports. By using the correct posture, a player can perform skills more efficiently and with less chance of injury. For example, in a volleyball court, due to the many variables associated with spiking, the timing of spiking is difficult to determine and the success of spiking requires hours of practice. By comparing the posture frame-by-frame, a player can realize where he goes wrong and what the best choice is. That is, the process of visual comparison via image sequences is one of the best ways to improve the skills of volleyball players. Furthermore, good prediction is now important winning a game in any competition. If we collect enough image sequence samples, we can not only adjust the posture in a practice, but can also predict the possible actions in a series of movements. If we can utilize the spatio-temporal characteristics of image sequences, we can have the capability to analyse the activities of movement in the volleyball court. For example, we can extract the jumping altitude and the coordinates of strike hand from an image sequence.
In most of the motion analysis experiments, researchers use a tripod-mounted high-speed film camera that can take film shots at 100 frames per second to record the motion of the object as it moves across the field of view, and/or use a large number of sensors and wires to capture the slight movement of target objects. One of the most popular techniques for collecting object positions is to place a sheet of clear acetate transparency on the video screen, mark points of interest in the picture, redraw on a graph paper and then read off coordinates for the measurement scale for each of the points. Marking points of interest on each frame is usually very time-consuming during a traditional motion analysis process, because it involves measuring extremely small dots on a photograph. Furthermore, this experimental equipment is very expensive and can also restrict the performance of target objects. Therefore, we attempt to set up a new sport motion analysis environment with the help of digital video, a personal computer and a video information system.
The essence of this scientific sport research is to obtain spatio-temporal information for the player. We can easily realize that information about the position and velocity of objects is important to the sport motion analysis process. This information can contribute significantly to posture interpretation: object trajectories may be analysed, important events may be noted and future situations may be predicted.
Very little research has been done in sport motion analysis by computer-based video. The VideoGraph [14] provided a good means for physics instruction, but it did not provide multiple view ports in its user interface or matching model for temporal data analysis. Therefore, designing a video information system that can analyse the motion phenomena, figuring out the variation and collecting a large amount of data for searching and prediction, are important steps toward success.
Motion Object Feature Extraction
Object Tracking and Feature Extraction
Object tracking searches the video sequence for the appearances of a specified object. It requires identifying the specified object in each frame of the video sequence. Several methods are known for this identification [15, 16] . For example, template matching is one of the famous methods. However, we have to adopt a method satisfying the condition of robustness against the changes of the object size, color, location and direction.
In the motion object feature extraction mechanism, we use both movement and color information of the object. Both types of information can provide good image cues for object segmentation. Therefore, the approach of motion object extraction and analysis in video sequences can be divided into five steps as shown in Figure 1: (1) specifying the target object by establishing a color table and object segmentation, (2) providing bilevel video frame difference, (3) removing small frame differences caused by small motions and random noise, (4) finding the major areas with significant movement and finding the position of target object via color table and matching process and (5) extracting feature values of target objects and generating the motion vector as a reference for the next video frame.
The purpose of the object color table is to provide information regarding the colors on target objects, to find out the positions of the target objects and to segment these target objects from the video frames. This color table can be constructed manually by a user by selecting a specific area containing the target object or by picking up a group of colors. In a real-world video frame, there is little chance that the color of a pixel is exactly the same as its neighbor. Due to the influence of shades, highlights and other complicated illumination conditions, pixels belonging to the same region may show complex color distribution whereby erroneous segmentation may be obtained. Being aware of this limitation, an algorithm to detect regions, based on object color clustering, is designed and applied to supplement the object-tracking procedure [10] .
The approach for providing bilevel video frame difference between two video frames k and k#1 is to compare the two images pixel by pixel. Suppose that we have a reference image containing only stationary components. Comparing this reference image against a subsequent image having the same background but including a moving object results in the difference image which contains only nonzero entries corresponding to the nonstationary components with stationary components being canceled.
A difference image, d k, k > 1 , between video frames k and k#1 may be defined as the pixel to pixel difference in the two successive video frames:
where is a difference threshold, x and y are the frame resolutions in the X-and Y-axis of the image plane coordinate system, respectively, and f (i, j, k) is the color intensity in coordinate (i, j ) of the video frame k.
, is a distance measure, such as the Euclidean distance in RGB color space. Note that d k, k > 1 (i, j ) equals 1 at coordinates (i, j ) only if the intensity-level difference between the two images is appreciably different at those coordinates, as determined by the difference threshold . In motion analysis, all pixels in d k, k > 1 (i, j ) with value 1 are considered to be of significant object motion. This approach is applicable only if the two images are registered and the illumination is relatively constant within the bound of . Furthermore, 1-valued entries in d k, k > 1 (i, j ) sometimes arise due to noise in practice, and these entries are typically isolated in the difference image. A simple approach to remove these isolated points is to form 4-or 8-connected regions [17] in d k, k > 1 (i, j ) and then ignore any region that has less than a predetermined number of connected points. Although it may result in ignoring small moving objects, this approach has the better possibility that the remaining entries in the difference image are actually the results of motion. The way we remove the small movements is to run a mask over the difference image such as the traditional noise removal algorithm [17] . The mask size depends on the area of the region we wish to remove from the image.
Then, we can enclose those remaining large movement regions by a minimum bounding rectangle (MBR). An MBR is the smallest rectangle enclosing a large movement region. We use the MBR as the selected region of our target area. The colors in a real-world video frame are complicated and hence it is hard to extract the edge information from the video sequence. Thus, we use a more efficient way to extract a specific object of the video frame. That is, we search the selected region in the video frame and the specific object will appear in a major area filled with specified colors according to the object color table. The process of target area selection will greatly reduce the searching range, the possibility of mismatch and computation time. A second MBR (SMBR) is generated by enclosing the specific object. The coordinate of the SMBR will be a good reference for the object position and the motion vector.
An Example for Trajectory Extraction
We use a volleyball spike (attack) approach shown in Figure 2 as our example. We take these video sequences simply using a Hi-8 home video camera in a gym and digitize the video sequences into video data files by a video capture card installed in a personal computer. We also specify an origin of coordinates, calibrate the image by selecting an object of known size, such as the baseline mark from a frame and then enter its size and units of measurement. The basic approach to spike is described as follows: for a high outside set, the attacker begins on the attack line, waits for the set and then moves toward the set. Approach the net, covering the distance with as few steps as possible. Make a two-footed takeoff by planting the right heel first and closing with left foot or by taking a hop onto both feet. As the attacker plants both heels first to change forward momentum into upward momentum, he swings arms to prepare for a jump. Swing both arms forward and reach high toward the set as the attacker jumps straight up into the air. Draw hitting arm back, elbow high and hand close to ear. As the attacker swings at the ball, he drops the nonhitting hand quickly to his waist.
By using the object-tracking procedure stated in Section 3.1, we can get a series of feature values about the jumping altitude, position of preference hand and position of waist as shown in Tables 1 and 2 .
After getting the origin of coordinates and the distance between two pixels via the image calibration procedure, we transform the coordinates of a series of object feature points into the world coordinates. In this case, we ignore the small errors due to perspective projection and camera lens distortion. If the baseline is parallel to the X-axis of the image plane, we transform the pixel-based image coordinates into centimeterbased world coordinates by a simple formula as follows:
where R is the unit distance in centimeter (distance between two pixels), T the number of pixels in image coordinate system and C the distance in centimeter in the world coordinate system. The changes of hand and heel positions are shown in Figure 3 and can be drawn as a function of frame and pixel distance as shown in Figure 4 .
Content Alignment and Matching
Measurement of Distance and Matching Model
After the feature extraction process, we can compare the target video with a standard sample video and evaluate the difference between them. First, we need to define the measurement of the frame distance and the sequence distance between two video sequences for a specific feature. 
We can also get a mapping function F : [m]P[n]. If m"n, it will be a one-to-one and onto mapping function F(i )"i, as shown in Figure 5 .
In practice, it is hard to shoot video precisely on the starting position of a series of movements even with a postprocess of editing. Furthermore, even if we can shoot video at a fixed rate, e.g. 30 frames per second, we still do not know where the starting frame of each target movement is in a video sequence. A point can be matched to any point in a sequence having the same value. This is the one-dimensional aperture problem in motion analysis community. Therefore, the position correspondence between two video sequences is a crucial task yet to be resolved.
The comparison between two video sequences is not just simply a fixed length template matching as the shift matching model shown in Figure 6 . For each kind of 
Equal Length Content Alignment
A straightforward way to find a shift alignment point between two video sequences is to use a pattern-matching algorithm [18] . Therefore, we design an approximate patternmatching algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 1, to provide the mechanism for content alignment. This approximate matching algorithm is an extended version of the KMP algorithm [19] .
In our approximate matching algorithm, we change the finite symbolic representation of KMP algorithm into an infinite representation of real numbers. Furthermore, we replace the similarity relation (&) with the equality sign (") defined in the original KMP algorithm. If "a!b"( is denoted as a&b, we say that a and b are similar and treated as a matched value, where a is in sequence A and b is in Figure 8 , where is 4.1. The slide table is shown in Figure 9 .
After this process, we can get the mapping function F :
, if p is the starting point matched. Therefore, the sequence distance in this shift matching model can be defined by
where p is the shift alignment point, and a G and b G are the feature values in the target and sample sequences, respectively. Although this extended KMP algorithm can find several candidates, we need only the closest one.
Complicated Content Correspondence
A more realistic and complicated situation is the one in which we need to skip some of the video frames, as shown in Figure 10 and then find the best-matched position and the best mapping. This situation is caused by the bad timing of movement (too fast or too slow). Unfortunately, the approximate pattern matching algorithm does not work when the case q!p#1'm occurs.
Therefore, we use the algorithm in the optimal correspondence of string subsequences (OCS) [20] to solve our sequence-correspondence problem. We slightly change the definitions in the OCS algorithm to meet our requirements. The sequence distance between two sequences A and B is now redefined as: where m and n are the length of sequences A and B , respectively, r is the number of matched pairs and the error tolerance. The best-matched distance between two sequences is defined as
The new definition of mapping function: it is a mapping such that F( j ) ).^stands for the mismatch in a position. The minimum distance mapping can be expressed as follows. Given two sequences A and B , find a mapping function F of A and B such that the sequence penalty is minimized. In order to find out the required mapping function F of A and B , we build a minimum penalty table which accumulates the information of correspondence, and from the Table 3 , where is 40. The mapping function is F : +(18, 23), (19, 24) , (20, 25) , (21, 26) , (^, 27), (22, 28) ,. Frame 27 in target video is skipped in this mapping and the sequence distance is 69.
Multiple Subsequences Matching
When the frame numbers of two video sequences become large, the calculation of the penalty table will be time consuming. In order to reduce the computation time, we attempt to segment video sequences into multiple subsequence groups by multiple alignment points. Therefore, the matching model for multiple subsequences as shown in Figure 11 is more sophisticated than the complicated matching model. After presenting Figure 11 . Matching model for multiple subsequences the definitions of sequence distances and solving the case of the complicated matching model, we still need an efficient mechanism to overcome this most common and useful case-multiple subsequence alignment and matching problem. If we can specify the corresponding subsequence groups, the overall distance can be defined as follows:
where g is the number of groups and A i and B i are the ith subsequences of target sequence A and sample sequence B, respectively.
Content Segmentation and Indexing
Video Content Segmentation
The best way to find the alignment points is to segment the curve according to the prominent feature points in the sequences. In Chang and Lee [11] , we proposed a segmentation mechanism by using curve features in video sequences. Several kinds of curve features can be found according to the changes of a sequence. These points with changing features are good positions for the alignment points. Basically, we classify curve features into four categories. They are: strongly up edge in a sequence, strongly down edge in a sequence, increase out of range and decrease out of range. By using this mechanism and properly selecting the threshold values, the sample and target curves of our volleyball hand swing position in the Y-axis can be segmented into subsequences, as shown in Tables 4 and 5 . We use the segmented prominent points as the alignment points. After the segmentation process, a sequence can be divided into several subsequences enclosed by bounding boxes.
We use the most similar bounding boxes between target and sample sequences as the major subsequence alignment point and propagate the mapping of alignment points box-by-box into the left-and right-hand side of the sequence. For example, the Q-6 and S-7 in Figure 12 are the major subsequence alignment points of target and sample sequences, respectively.
Time-series Video Indexing
The content-based indexing of a time-series sequence is a nontrivial and challenging problem [12, 21] . To speed up the specific feature point searching and subsequence alignment processing, we use B-tree [22] as our index structure [11] . We can search and find a possible major subsequence alignment point from the bounding box segmentation points with the help of this video indexing. We can use the prominent point as the key of index structure. The best choice of threshold value is dependent on the distribution of feature values and the density of prominent points. Also, if we assume that two successive video frames in the same sequence are quite similar, the major portions of the video sequence remain unchanged, and the time intervals between frames are short enough that many changes do not occur at once. In particular, this means that the feature value of an object in the video sequence changes gradually. Several special characteristics exist: (1) two frames with a large difference tends to indicate that a special motion has occurred. In other words, an extremely large distance change means a special event has happened and (2) a special event can also be defined as the feature value in a single video frame in a specific predefined range. 
Video Information System and Sport Motion Analysis Subsystem Prototype
We have implemented a video information prototype system supporting sport motion analysis on an IBM-compatible PC with MS-WINDOWS 95 using C# #language to test object extraction and to approximate the matching mechanisms (Figures 13 and 14) . The video information prototype system provides the capabilities of random access, frame stilling, frame stepping and slow play for an interactive video system [3] . The Play Back area has the functions of mark in/out logging, preview window, video file playback and display of the current processing frame. The Thumbnail Area can function as a display of six-divided frames or a set of still salient images of active video sequences or an A-to-F roll editing monitor each with a different video file or the video icons of query results. The Image Processing Area shows the results of video/image processing functions (for example, color key, caption, special effects, etc.), temporarily duplicated still frame, and region-based color feature extraction. The Single Frame Data Area The sport motion analysis subsystem provides multiple view ports, measurement tools, measurement results display and matching mechanisms. Users can easily check the motion differences file-by-file and frame-by-frame.
Query Issues
We go back to the volleyball court and then start our queries. The spike in volleyball is one of the most difficult sport skills to perform. The most important element of good execution is proper timing. Three common errors in executing an attack are (1) beginning the approach too early, (2I) lacking height on the jump during spike and (3) contacting the ball behind the hitting shoulder. If an attacker approaches the ball too Figure 14 . Sport motion analysis subsystem early, two results are possible: (1) to stop, wait for the set and thus lose the benefit of the approach or (2) to back up to attack the ball because he has approached too far.
Therefore, the major purpose of our sport motion analysis will determine how to take a good spike from a given location on the court. According to the result of the best mapping, we can calculate the posture and timing differences, and generate a report about the mismatched posture and significant differences between the target and sample sequences. That is, by analysing the example in Section 2.2, we can observe that, in the sample sequence, the preference hand swings very fast and with large motion but, in the target sequence, the attacker seems to act slower than in the sample sequence. This result is concluded by the differences in the stable frames (frames 9-22 in the sample sequence and frames 9-28 in the target sequence), by a large overall distance 447 (the summation of sequence distance: 76, 83, 40, 179 and 69, for the respective stable subsequence groups), and by the minimum/maximum range for each alignment group. Furthermore, we can also ask questions, such as:
(1) What is one's highest spike position ? We can answer this question by simply measuring the maximum altitude of the preference hand. (2) What is one's jumping offset in this spike ?-Measure the X-axis offset when jumping altitude is nonzero. Some of the answers can be obtained automatically from the system, such as (1)-(4) and some of them can only be obtained manually by inspecting the video sequences frame-by-frame.
Conclusions
In this paper, we attempted to set up a sport motion analysis environment with the help of digital video and personal computer and tried to maximize performance and enjoyment of the sport in the shortest possible time. By providing content-based retrieval, applications of digital video are broad in many aspects. Video records the changes of scenes according to time. Changes in video objects are quite useful for dynamic scene and motion analysis. Change of objects between different frames provides much information about the behavior of these objects in the video.
Video object segmentation, time-series data-matching and indexing are the essential preliminary steps in most video information systems. The methods discussed in this paper are representative of techniques commonly used in practice. We have successfully analysed several sport motion examples using the developed system. In addition, the techniques used for object feature extraction, curve segmentation and matching appear general in nature. Thus, we are hopeful that suitable modifications will support the system to analyse more complex video, such as color video sequences of simplistic outdoor sport scenes.
The spatio-temporal matching algorithm can be extended to several useful application domains, such as gesture recognition [23] . We only need to record the spatio-temporal feature values, then the recognition processing can be replaced by a searching method with an error tolerance. This approach will be faster and more flexible than traditional ways. We perceive this gesture recognition project as our future work.
Notation f (i, j, k)
intensity function of video frames k at coordinate (i, j ) d k, k > 1 (i, j ) bilevel frame difference between video frames k and k#1 at coordinate (i, j ) threshold value of frame difference x and y video frame resolution in X-and Y-axis, respectively R unit distance in centimeter (distance between two pixels) T number of pixels in image coordinate system C distance in centimeter of world coordinate system A target sequence 
